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Establish your horizon
Your creative vision knows no limits. Where others end, you 
continue to the next horizon. Your production technology 
needsto keep up with you.

New Vegas™ Pro 8 software delivers the ultimate all-in-one video 
and audio production environment for creative visionaries like 
you. Its unique, progressive approach to video production, 
unrivaled audio control and powerful DVD authoring tools set 
it apart from other non-linear editors. Having established the 
benchmark for speed and ease of use, this new version moves 
the bar higher with additional features that offer increased 
power, functionality, and creative potential.

Now with ProType Titling Technology, multicamera editing, a 
comprehensive channel-based audio mixing console, Blu-ray 
Disc™ burning, and superior 32-bit fl oat engine processing – in 
addition to its robust support for HDV, XDCAM™, 5.1 surround 
encoding, and 3D compositing – Vegas Pro 8 offers an unlimited 
array of opportunities to reach your production goals.

It’s more than audio, more than video, more than media. 
It’s your vision, a notch above the rest. Reach that 
new horizon with the power of Vegas Pro 8.

Learn more at 
www.sonycreativesoftware.com/vegash
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The ultimate STASH bundle  
includes the brand-new SIXPACK 7
SIXPACK 7 includes:

- More than 180 outstanding animation, VFX and motion design projects 
- Behind the scenes extras 
- Hi-res PDF files of the 40-page companion books for all six disks 
+ BONUS films and BONUS MP3 tracks

Sixpacks are limited edition collections -  
get yourself to www.stashmedia.tv/promo and order today.

63 hours of inspiration jammed onto 43 DVDs.

SAVe $150 PluS geT Free worldwIde SHIPPIng wHen you grAB All 7 SIXPACKS
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In 1819 Sir walter Scott published a historical romance called Ivanhoe full 
of, well... history and romance in 12th century England. But the book also 
features some solid jousting action where the requisite hearty men try to 
skewer each other with lances while riding full tilt on horseback. I bring 
this up because in the story Scott coins a word to describe a “medieval 
mercenary warrior”. The word was “freelance”.

According to Wikipedia the term was officially recognized as a verb in 
1903 and more recently blossomed into a noun, an adjective, several 
more verb forms, an adverb, and then into the derived noun form 
“freelancer”. Sir Walter would no doubt raise an eyebrow to learn more 
than 10 million US workers are now classified with his little piece of argot 
(or more technically as “independent contractors”).

As the animation and VFX industry adjusts to market changes (read 
squeeking budgets and shaved schedules), more companies increasingly 
rely on the have-motion-skills-will-travel crowd as a way to access 
specialized talent while controlling costs.

How important are these day laborers to the industry? On any given week 
in many NY studios, freelancers take up more seats than regular staff 
while a few studios use freelance talent exclusively. All the credits you 
read in Stash every month are listed under a company banner but in many 
cases a phone call to that company will not find the artist in residence. 
They are out trying to find the next (better) gig, playing the “first hold” 
game with two or more studios, struggling to invoice clients, chasing 
after late-paying clients or trying to find health insurance or a decent 
accountant at tax time.

I stand in awe of these mercenary motion masters. And I apologize it has 
taken me 44 issues to give them a round of applause.

Stephen Price 
editor 
New York, May 2008 
sp@stashmedia.tv
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FoSTer’S CArlTon drAugHT  
“SkY TrOOP”
TVC 2:00

stash 44.01

Agency: 
CleMenger BBdo, 
MelBourne

director:
PAul MIddledITCH

Production: 
PlAzA FIlMS

VFX:
AnIMAl logIC
www.animallogic.com

director paul Middleditch follows 
up his two multi-award-winning 
carlton draft spots (see “big ad” 
on Stash 13) with this latest mix of 
comedy and epic proportions. in 
a quest for maximum believability, 
Middleditch wanted to shoot as 
much of the action in-camera 
as possible. “We really landed 
a nine-ton giant metal glass on 
two Jaguars. and crashed the 
same prop into a full-scale model 
of a house. Most of the other 
destruction effects were created 
using one-sixth scale models 
rather than 3d animation, to result 
in a more live, in-camera feel.” 
even with all the practical effects 
work, the spot required three 
months of post at animal Logic.

For Clemenger BBdo, 
Melbourne
producer: Julie rutherford
ad: Grant rutherford 
copy: ant Keogh

For Plaza Films
director: paul Middleditch
dop: danny ruhlmann, Simon 
hammond, Shane Sparkes
editor: peter Whitmore
ecd: James McGrath

For Animal logic
producer: peter Masterton
Strategic planner:  
paul rees-Jones
Sound designer/engineer:  
nigel Scott, Michael hedges
FX super/Flame: angus Wilson

Toolkit
Flame



For rKCr y&r
Sr cd: Mark roalfe 
cd: paul Silburn

For red Bee/gorgeous
director: Vince Squibb 
producer: Sarah caddy

For Passion Pictures
director: darren Walsh
producer: belinda blacklock
ep: andrew ruhemann
head of cG: Jason nicholas
cG coordinator: chris Knott
VXF super: neil riley
animators: Wes coman,  
chris Welsby, brian ayres,  
Kristian antonelli
Lighting/rendering:  
nuno conceicao, claire Michaud, 
Sajjad amjad, Quentin Vien
compositors: niamh Lines, ed 
Salked, Giuliano cavalli, neil riley
rigger: chris dawson
Modeling: nuno conceicao,  
Stuart hall

For The Mill
producer: Lee pavey
Flame: barnes
Flame assist: adam Lambert, 
richard betts
Smoke: James pratt

Toolkit
Flame, XSi, Maya

BBC IPlAYEr “PENgUINS”
Viral

Agency: 
rKCr y&r

directors:
VInCe SQuIBB,  
dArren wAlSH

Production company:
red Bee
gorgeouS
PASSIon PICTureS

Animation/VFX: 
PASSIon PICTureS
THe MIll
www.passion-pictures.com 
www.the-mill.com

no doubt one of the most 
convincing april Fool stunts ever 
committed to video, this viral 
raised the profile of the BBC’s 
iplayer among millions of web 
viewers – many of whom now 
believe penguins can fly. The 
clip is part of a 50-year annual 
tradition at the broadcaster for 
producing mischievous stories to 
mark the first of April. The Passion 
pictures team started by trolling 
through hours of penguins and 
other seabird footage from the 
bbc archives and ultimately based 
the fictitious flapping on the flight 
characteristics of the guillemot.
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ADIDAS “HU JIA”
TVC :60

Agency:
TBwA, CHInA

directors:
MArIe Hyon, MArCo SPIer

Production: 
PSyoP
STInK

Animation:
PSyoP
www.psyop.tv

psyop co-directors Marie hyon 
and Marco Spier: “hu Jia is one 
of our favorite spots of the adidas 
beijing olympics campaign 
because it was a rare opportunity 
to create a sport ad that has such 
a poetic story.

“diving is a very quiet sport. 
Very precise. the meditative 
moment before the jump seems 
to determine everything. Success 
and failure are closer together than 
in any other discipline.

“Meeting hu Jia in person, seeing 
him practice his art, was one of 
the most inspiring moments in our 
career. We have never experienced 
that kind of control and perfection. 
it makes one humble. there is 
this artistry and concentration in 
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his performance and his personal 
story of will, dedication and 
drive. We were hoping to capture 
some of this inner beauty and 
dedication.

“the pace of the spot was very 
important to us. this piece had 
to flow and not be rushed, so we 
chose to tell his story simply. We 
created a journey that is languid 
and surreal. the underwater 
world functions as a portal to his 
memories.

“technically this was one of the 
more challenging commercials for 
us. We had to be very considerate 
of Hu Jia’s time and any risks 
involved. even though he does 
hundreds of jumps a day, the 
jump featured in the spot has an 
extremely high level of difficulty. 
only a few people in the world can 
even execute this jump, and hu Jia 
limits himself to only one of those 
per practice session.

“as you can imagine, that put a 
lot of pressure on our team. We 
shot this jump with four cameras 
at a time, all in high speed. one 
camera was underwater, with a 
team that we flew in from Australia.

“hu Jia was such a perfectionist 
that he ended up executing the 
jump an unprecedented second 
time, that we captured from a 

fifth camera angle. The day was 
incredibly memorable.”

For TBwA
CDs: Yang Yeo, John Merrifield
cd/copy: Sarawut hengsawad
cd/ad: elvis chau
associate cd: Lesley Zhou
ads: nie Lang, Xia Zheng,  
Susie Sun, amani Qian
copy: Lesley Zhou, nicky Zhang, 
Michelle Wu

For Stink
ep: daniel bergman 
producer: Mungo Maclagan 
dop: alex Melman

For Psyop
directors: Marie hyon, Marco Spier
ep: Justin booth-clibborn
producer: Lucia Grillo
associate producer: nathan Jew 
assistant producer: Kay chen 
Lead td: pakorn bupphavesa
designers: Kim dulaney,  
Marie hyon, Joshua harvey
td: alvin bae, bashir hamid,  
chris bach, damon ciarelli,  
ted Kofsatis, tony barbieri
VFX supervisor: theo Maniatis
Modeling/rigging: Lee Wolland, 
Kitty Lin, anthony patti, rie ito, 
Jaye Kim
animators: ian brauner,  
Justin burton, nicholas Johnnides, 
Gerald ding, eddy estevez,  
chris Santoianni, Jae ham,  
Jed Mitchell, Melanie tonkin

cG: pat porter, Mike papagni,  
rich Magan, pete hamilton,  
helen choi, anthony patti, 
tatchapon Letwirojkul,  
andreas berner
Massive: Joerg Liebold,  
dave barosin
compositors: Matt hanson,  
bee Jin tan, elliot blanchard,  
borja pena, eric concepcion, 
Makoto Sato, theo Maniatis,  
aska otake, Joe Vitale
tracking: hyunjeen Lee, 
Seung hyung Lee
Lead roto: Leslie chung,  
Joshua bush
roto: Joseph oberle, david Marte, 
carlos rosario, tiffany chung, 
Will Frazier, Max Kornev, rich 
pernice, Jelena Vukosav, alejandro 
Monzon, Kristian Mercado, 
Stefania Gallico, Jess Mireau
editor: cass Vanini
assistant editor: brett Goldberg
cell animation: boolab

audio post: Sound Lounge
Music production: Q department

Toolkit
XSi, Maya, Massive, after effects, 
Flame

watch Behind the Scenes on 
the dVd.



For rokkit
producer: Luke Jacobs 
pM: alex More 
Location manager:  
paul Manwaring 
ad: Kem White  
post production producer:  
Lisa Vaughan
3d/super: richard nelson 

For Absolute Post
Lead Flame: nathan Kane
combustion: James cornwell
Maya: Jamie White, Matt burn, 
toby Walton, Minh nguyen-ba, 
Maria eugenia octantos,  
Vania alban-Zapata 
Shoot super: richard nelson 
VFX producer: Lisa Vaughan

Toolkit
Flame, combustion, Maya

feeling in the viewer - something 
between repulsion and empathy. 
and we got exactly that reaction. 
especially the feedback of child 
abuse victims was amazing - most 
of them say this commercial shows 
exactly how it feels if you were 
abused.”

DUNkElzIFFEr “TENTAClES”
Cinema/TVC :30

Agency: 
red rABBIT werBeAgenTur 
gMBH

director:
THe VIKIngS

Production:
roKKIT

VFX:
ABSoluTe PoST 
www.absolutepost.co.uk 

possibly the most disturbing and 
resonant tV commercial you will 
see this year. co-director bjoern 
ruehmann of the Vikings: “the 
brief was very broad: to draw 
attention to the situation of abused 
children and the fact child abuse 
is very often kept secret - by the 
relatives of victims and by society. 
there are a lot of facts you can 
communicate to raise awareness, 
but there are also a lot of clichés. 
The client was clear they didn’t 
want any of those clichés. thus 
the Vikings decided to concentrate 
on showing the trauma abused 
children suffer from, and we had to 
achieve an emotional impact since 
child abuse is a lot about emotions 
and not some rational topic. We 
tried to evoke a specific 
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NOMIS “DAMN BOOTS”
Viral

Agency:
JOHANNES lEONArDO

director:
wooF wAn-BAu

Production:
neXuS ProduCTIonS 

VFX/post: 
FrAMeSTore CFC
www.framestore-cfc.com

nexus director Woof Wan-bau: 
“The web film format allowed me 
to make something that didn’t 
have to be squeezed into the 
normal 30-60 seconds which 
meant that we didn’t have to rush 
the sequences along and that 
we could try something a little 
different. pretty much everything 
was achieved in camera for 
aesthetic reasons, so it was a 
huge job for the art department 
and wardrobe to have everything 
ready and working on time.”

For Johannes leonardo
producer: Matthew Mattingly 
cds: Leo premutico, Jan Jacobs
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For nexus Productions
director: Woof Wan-bau
EPs: Chris O’Reilly,  
charlotte bavasso
producer: isobel conroy
pM: oliver roskill
production designer: James hatt
prop maker: ben twiston davies
dop: philipp blaubach
costume designer:  
emma MacFarlane
editor: paul hardcastle (triM)

For Framestore CFC 
telecine: Steffan perry  
Flame: darran nicholson 

Toolkit 
Flame



Agency:
BrAndworKS 
InTernATIonAl

director:
PAul wollenzIen

Animation: 
rune enTerTAInMenT
www.runeentertainment.com

One of a series of online films done 
for the love of the project (read 
zero budget) by Toronto’s Rune 
Entertainment. Rune’s CD/AD, 
peter nalli: “all the drawings were 
done on paper: keys, in-betweens, 
mouth shapes, blinks and moving 
holds. Little performances and 
any bits of business that were very 
specific to the story (character) 
were also animated on the light 
table. We reserved lip-syncing 
for the computer, allowing us to 
keep most of the performance 
intact but still be able to revise the 
dialogue back and forth with the 
client. the bottle was created in 
Maya, which gave us better control 
than shooting it live. the dice are 
also 3d, which is one of the more 
subtle bits but comes across quite 
nicely.”
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gIBSon’S FIneST wHISKey 
“DElICIOUSlY MEllOW”
Viral

For Brandworks International
Writer: drew barnard
ad: aaron isaacs
For rune entertainment
cd/ad: peter nalli
producer: nancy nor
director: paul Wollenzien

Toolkit
Flipbook pt, photoshop,  
after effects, Maya



SPrInT  
“THE MONSTErS OF NASCAr”
TVC :60
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Agency:
goodBy, SIlVerSTeIn & 
PArTnerS

director: 
MICHAel MAnn

Production: 
AlTurAS redFISH FIlMS
green doT FIlMS

Animation/design: 
THree legged legS
www.threeleggedlegs.com

PoST: 
THe MIll, loS AngeleS
www.the-mill.com

Michael Mann brings his legendary 
directing chops to a Vegas 
racetrack to extend the ongoing 
Sprint campaign to the company’s 
sponsorship of nascar. three 
Legged Legs designed, tracked 
and hand-animated the monster 
overlays with The Mill LA finessing 
them into the footage. the 
Mill’s experiments with caustic 
lighting made sure light rays were 
convincingly reflected onto the 
cars and the asphalt. Lens flares, 
sparks, smoke, sky replacement, 
stadium alterations, camera 
flashes from the stands and the 
addition of the pit crew rounded 



out the post work. the footage 
was graded to be dark and sinister 
with mattes cut for each car so 
they could be individually adjusted 
to help emphasize the overlay 
animation.

For goodby, Silverstein & 
Partners
ad: Kevin Koller
cds: rich Silverstein, paul 
Stechschulte, Franklin tipton
copy: rus chao
ep: Josh reynolds
producer: brian coate

For Alturas redfish Films
director: Michael Mann
hop: natasha alexsa Garcia
Line producer: adam Gross
dop: dante Spinotti
ep: Marshall rawlings

For green dot Films
cds: casey hunt, Greg Gunn, 
reza rasoli
Md: rick Fishbein
eps: darren Foldes, rich pring
producer: Mary ann cabrera
designer: chuck bb

For Three legged legs
animators: robin Steel, dave 
creek, dylan Spears, Jahmad 
rollins, Matt Flynn, ryan Green, 
brice Mallier, Kathleen Quaife
additional cleanup: amy clark, 
chris anderson, Joe Kennedy, 
omar ruiz, thomas Yamaoka, 
George Fuentes, tuna bora,  
Jason han, timothy Gatton
3d artist: billy Maloney
tracking/compositing:  
tyler nathan
VFX super: caleb owens

For The Mill
VFX producer: Sarah Scruton
VFX super: ray Giarratana
Lead Flame: corey brown
Flame: paul Kirsch, phil crowe, 
andy Salter, Jesse Monsour, david 
parker, Jeanette Williford
combustion: daniel price, ross 
Goldstein, Sharon Marcussen

Toolkit
Flame, combustion 

watch Behind the Scenes on 
the dVd.



SHowTIMe SPorTS
Broadcast design

Client: 
SHowTIMe neTworKS InC. 

director: 
elAIne CAnTwell

Production:
SPArK

Animation: 
drIVe STudIo
www.drivestudio.com

originally created to brand the 
homepage of the new Showtime 
Sports division, this spot soon 
migrated to full on-air broadcast 
duties. patty Kiley, head of 
production at spark: “Showtime 
Sports features events like 
championship boxing and mixed 
martial arts which showcase 
the ability and focus of the 
individual competitor. It’s about 
that one opportunity that leads 
to becoming number one. the 
resulting spot uses the word ‘one’ 
to connect each moment of their 
mental and physical preparation 
and performance. Working with 
real athletes was important in 
order to capture the realness of the 
sports. as true competitors, the 
biggest performance issue was 
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getting them to stop. each athlete 
put 100% into each take and that 
brought a level of reality to the 
footage. Getting in the ring with the 
athletes was an unforgettable and 
exhilarating experience.” Schedule: 
seven weeks from concept/design, 
shoot, editorial/vfx and music 
scoring.

For Showtime Networks Inc. 
Vp creative: crystal hall
Vp sports: earl Fash
ad: rudy Jaimes
Vp broadcast production:  
howard Sherman
Line producer: Lorraine O’Connor

For spark
cd/designer/director:  
elaine cantwell
ep: patty Kiley
dop: andrew turman

For drive Studio
animation team: nick dinapoli, 
Marco bacich, Matthew Green, 
Michael croxton

Toolkit
illustrator, photoshop, cinema 4d, 
Final cut pro, after effects 
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CBBC 
Broadcast design

Agency: 
red Bee MedIA

directors:
rUN WrAkE, MUrrAY JOHN, 
eoIn ClArKe, FIlIPe AlCAdA, 
SuSI wIlKInSon,  
MArIo CAVAllI

Animation/VFX:
BerMudA SHorTS
www.bermudashorts.com

London’s Bermuda Shorts gathers 
six directors from their stable 
for these jaunty and whimsical 
re-brand ids for the bbc kids 
channel called cbbc. Schedule: 
six weeks.

For red Bee Media
creatives: tim platt, paula Williams 
producer: Louise braham

For Bermuda Shorts
directors: run Wrake, Murray 
John, eoin clarke, Filipe alcada, 
Susi Wilkinson, Mario cavalli 
producer:  Jules pye

Toolkit
after effects, 3d Maya, cGi, 
photoshop, animo



MTV Tr3S “TOP 20”
Broadcast design

Client: 
MTV neTworKS

directors:
JONATHAN gArIN, NAOMI 
nISHIMurA

Animation: 
PAndAPAnTHer
www.pandapanther.com

new York collective pandapanther 
created this graphics package 
for MTV Tr3s’ Top 20 countdown 
show to a very open brief: “We 
presented them with several ideas 
and they gravitated towards a live 
action-based approach. they liked 
our treatment so much they asked 
us to create individual vignettes for 
all 20 countdown numbers.” With 
the shoot completed and the final 
look (described as “bubblegum 
Rollercoaster”) solidified, the clips 
were completed on the directors’ 
laptops while attempting to holiday 
in Japan.

watch Behind the Scenes on 
the dVd.

For MTV
Vp on-air design: romy Mann 
SVp, MtV design: Jeffrey Keyton 
ad: ana Sanchez, doug Filak

For PandaPanther
directors: Jonathan Garin,  
naomi nishimura 
dop: ian dudley 
ep: Lydia holness 
assistant producer:  
natsu takahashi 
designers: naomi nishimura, 
Jonathan Garin, ari hwang,  
Simon benjamin 
3d animators: Jonathan Garin, 
han hu, Gordana Fersini 
3d: ari hwang, Michal Finegold, 
Steven hill, Shu chen Lin

2d animation/compositing:  
naomi nishimura, Jonathan Garin

For Cypher Audio 
Music/sound design: handsome 
panther, eric holness, John black
 
Toolkit
Maya, after effects, commotion, 
photoshop, illustrator
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Sí TV
Broadcast design (montage)

Producer:
PeTer MAnneS

Animation:
CA SQuAre
www.ca-square.com

Sí tV, the La-based cabler aimed 
at young english speaking Latinos, 
gets a new logo and punchy 3d 
revamp from new York branding 
and animation studio ca Square. 
norma Manzanares, executive 
director of marketing for Sí tV 
reveals the challenge was to 
“create a redesign that would 
speak to the surging yet often 
misunderstood english speaking 
Latino market, a group that moves 
seamlessly between traditional 
Latino and american cultures.” ca 
Square’s CD, Carlos Ferreyros: 
“each icon in the package takes 
a traditional image and mashes 
it up with pop culture symbols, 
reflecting young Latinos’ distinctive 
flair in giving the vibrancy of their 
heritage a fresh modern spin.”

For Sí TV
executive director of marketing: 
norma Manzanares

Music: Lady Sovereign “random”

For CA Square
Strategy/cd: carlos Ferreyros
ad: alejandro Melguizo
ep: ivano Leoncavallo
producer: peter Mannes
Graphic design: Joon Kim
designer: Jens Mebes
3d: andreas berner,  
James isaaks, Walter Lubinski, 
cavin thuring
2d: tali brettler, Mark auleta
Video engineer:  
Luciano diGeronimo

Toolkit
after effects, photoshop, 
illustrator, Maya, LightWave
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5FM “lIFE TO THE POWEr OF 5”
Cinema/TVCs x 5 
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Agency:
neTworK BBdo, 
JOHANNESBUrg

director:
AdrIAn de SA gArCeS

Production: 
TenACITy FIlMS

VFX:
BlACKgInger 
www.blackginger.tv

blackGinger cG super darrin 
hofmeyr: “in discussions with 
the director, we chose to shoot 
all five spots over two days in a 
green screen studio and do all the 
environments and sets, as well as 
many of the characters, in cG.  

“We initially thought the contrasty 
black and white look would help 
make the cG easier to achieve, 
but there was more to it than 
expected. It needed to feel filmic 
and real, while being graphic and 
stylized. the amount of detail we 
needed to add in order to achieve 
this seemed to grow and grow as 
we progressed. While there are a 
lot of very dark areas in the picture, 
they needed to have detail, which 
kept our animators on their toes.

“animation was rendered out 
in many passes to give the 
compositors the flexibility to 
finesse the images without having 
to re-render shots. With the huge 
volume of shots and elements, 
saving on render time was 
essential. We used a three-light 
setup on most shots, with each a 
primary color, which we could then 
use to grade and relight the shots 
in the compositing suites, helping 
the animators with their work load 
and making final tweaks possible 
right until the end.” Schedule: 
Average of five weeks per spot. 

 
For Network BBDO
producer: Maggie post 
creatives: brad riley, brent Singer

For Tenacity Films
director: adrian de Sa Garces 
producer: niki hall-Jones

For Blackginger
VFX super/cd: hilton treves 
comp super:  
Marco raposa de barbosa
cG super: darrin hofmeyr
producer: Gabriella harris
Music : SaythankYou, Lark, Sibot, 
Sweat X

Toolkit 
houdini, XSi, Massive, Fume, 
3dequalizer, Mantra, mental ray, 
nuke, Flame
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HondA  
“NO SAME WAY CrF 150r”
Viral

Commissioning company:
P.I.C.S 

Agency/broadcaster:
denTSu

director:
HIToSHI TAKeKIyo

Animation/VFX/design: 
Koo-KI Co., lTd.
www.koo-ki.co.jp

chances are you have never 
heard of the city of Fukuoka, on 
the north coast of Kyushu island 
in the far south of Japan. but 
motion graphics studio Koo-Ki 
are proud of their location far 
from the influences of Tokyo 
and believe their proximity to 
the sea contributes a singular 
energy to their work. this clip 
is one of a series of online films 
commissioned by honda Japan 
for their no Same Way branding 
project (www.honda.co.jp/
nosameway). director hitoshi 
takekiyo: “aiming for the cutting 
edge of low-technology, we 
wanted to make it high quality and 
full of creativity and inspiration 
in spite of being rough-looking.” 
Schedule: ten weeks

For Koo-KI Co., ltd.
director: hitoshi takekiyo 
cG: Kenichiro tanaka, Satoshi 
takeno, ryo ihara

Toolkit
Maya, after effects
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KAP10KurT  
“DANgEr SEEkErS”
Music video

stash 44.14

record label: 
PlAnTMuSIC 

director: 
THe HologrAMS 

Production: 
leS TeleCreATeurS

Animation: 
MATHeMATIC 
www.mathematic.tv

producer Guillaume Marien of 
paris-based studio Mathematic 
says the goal on this video was to 
“revisit the eighties, somewhere 
in between manga and motion 
design, the past and the future.” 
The official synopsis reads, “In 
a world full of danger, where 
music is banned by an evil militia, 
Kap10Kurt, an easy-going hero, 
helped by sexy mate Leah, 
will blow up this Machiavellian 
conspiracy.” Schedule: two 
months.

watch Behind the Scenes on 
the dVd.

For les Telecreatures 
director: the holograms 

For Mathematic
producer: Guillaume Marien

Toolkit
Maya, 3ds Max, after effects





zero one
Viral, corporate film

stash 44.15

Client: 
zero one PerForMAnCe 
CArS

directors: 
TIM SwIFT, MIKe AlderSon 

design/animation: 
MAnVSMACHIne
www.manvsmachine.co.uk 

the centerpiece of the complete 
brand package (including the 
name) created by London motion 
and print shop ManvsMachine 
for an exclusive performance 
car dealership in the UK. the 
techno-sleek clip runs on the 
Zero one website, at international 
trade shows and in Zero one 
showrooms. concept and design: 
one week; production: three 
weeks.

For ManvsMachine
directiors: tim Swift,  
Mike alderson
3d animator/compositor:  
Jon noorlander
designer: daniel capstick
Sound design: hecq / ben Lucas 
boysen

Toolkit
Maya, Shake, after effects, 
photoshop, illustrator



CONCHA Y TOrO “SENDErO”
Corporate video

Client: 
ConCHA y Toro wInery

director:
dAF

Animation:
dAF
www.daf.cl

part of an advertising and 
branding campaign created by 
daf in Santiago for chilean wine 
giant concha Y toro. daf post 
director Francisco Zamorano: “We 
started by creating huge canvases 
of 2d animated textures, using the 
original materials we designed for 
print. We mapped these onto a 3d 
cloth – looking for something to 
behave like a scarf floating below 
the water of a slow river. but the 
real challenge was to achieve 
something that could move quickly 
and maintain smoothness at the 
same time. this cloth reacts to 
dynamic parameters like wind, 
turbulence and movement, so 
with the combination of both the 
animated textures and 3d waving 
we got what we were looking for.”

stash 44.16

For DAf
creative director/copy:  
Felipe dacaret
post director: Francisco Zamorano
Graphic design: diego becas
3d modeling/animation: Sebastián 
pagueguy, nicolás ariztia
hand shot: Felipe rodríguez
compositing: Francisco 
Zamorano, pablo ortúzar
Music: Gonzalo Guerrero

Toolkit
Maya, after effects, illustrator, 
photoshop, Final cut



“UNTITlED”
Short film

stash 44.17

director:
MAXIM zHeSTKoV

Animation: 
MAXIM zHeSTKoV
www.zhestkov.com

the latest in a series of striking and 
monochromatic self-promo pieces 
from russian director/designer 
Maxim Zhestkov. “i wanted to 
make a story about something 
incredibly huge... about God, 
about the emergence of life and 
certainly about death. i wanted to 
reflect a cosmos exactly the way 
I feel it: endless and deep. I don’t 
like jingling and clean cosmos that 
I see in movies, it’s 2D and false. 
i wanted to add depth and life. 
to create an organism. i work on 
this approximately three months 
with breaks. i wanted to have a 
rest from the depth of cosmos 
to feel it more clearly later. i was 
surprisingly pleased to work with 
something that is emotionally 
big. the production process still 
excites me, although I’ve got only 
the result now.” director/animator: Maxim Zhestkov 

Soundtrack: Yurii Zolotukhin

Toolkit
3ds Max, V-ray, after effects, 
photoshop



yeASAyer  
“WAIT FOr THE SUMMEr”
Music video

stash 44.18

record label:
we Are Free

director:
MIXTAPe CluB

Production: 
HorneT InC. 

Animation:
MIXTAPe CluB
www.mixtapeclub.com 

nY directing collective Mixtape 
club: “the brief for this project 
was more of a ‘what we don’t 
want’. The band wanted to avoid a 
typical performance music video 
as well as anything too narrative 
or character-driven. they wanted 
something visually striking but 
not overly glossy or polished. at 
the first meeting we both brought 
a lot of the same references – 
Joseph cornell, dada collage, Jim 
Blashfield - so stylistically we were 
in sync with the band from the 
beginning. the biggest technical 
challenge? “time. the entire video 
was created in four weeks. We 
saved some time by working at 
12 frames/second, but the project 
was also hd and working with 
high-resolution matte paintings 
slowed us down quite a bit.”

For Hornet Inc. 
director: Mixtape club
animators: arthur hur, Joe posner, 
andre Salyer
designers: Kim dulaney,  
andre Salyer, Mixtape club
Storyboard: andre Salyer
Special thanks: Maxilla & 
Mandible, Stuart Fox, Lorimer 
Street Meat Market

Toolkit
after effects, photoshop, 
premiere, Maya

watch Behind the Scenes on 
the dVd.



eVAC  
“THE HOrrIBlE SOUNDS”
Short film/music video
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writer/director:
JOSH rASkIN

Production company:
eleCTrIC CoMPAny

Animation/VFX:
PlAy AIrwAyS  
www.playairways.com

 “there was no brief, really,” admits 
Kent hugo of canadian directing 
collective play airways. “We were 
asked by eVac to adapt their dark, 
atmospheric music into something 
visual. We accepted. challenges 
included getting actors to move 
painfully slowly for hours on end 
without murdering us, and moving 
terrifyingly huge file sequences 
between toronto and Montreal 
without breaking the internet. the 
trickiest bit of all, however, was 
getting the film done amongst 
the tornado of other projects that 
have burbled up over the past few 
years. We’ve been far too close to 
this thing, for far too long, to tell if 
it worked out or not.” Schedule: off 
and on between early 2005 and 
late 2007.

For Play Airways
Written/directed: Josh raskin
design: alex Kurina, Kent hugo
animation: Kent hugo,  
Josh raskin, alex Kurina
2d elements: alex Kurina
3d elements: Kent hugo
Live action layout: Josh raskin
environment layout: alex Kurina

2d animation: Kent hugo,  
Josh raskin, alex Kurina
3d animation: Kent hugo
editing: Josh raskin
compositing: Kent hugo
Sound editing: Josh raskin
Warranted heckling:  
James braithwaite
camera: Josh raskin
camera assistant: alex Kurina

Lighting: Matt Wocks
Dolly grips: Steve D’Alimonte,  
Kent hugo
PA: Steve D’Alimonte
equipment: Jerry Levitan

Toolkit
after effects, Maya, renderMan, 
photoshop, illustrator



o’neIll  
“NAVJACkET SAlESMEETINg”
Corporate film 

Client:
o’neIll euroPe

directors:
kASPEr VErWEIJ, MENNO 
FoKMA

Animation/VFX:
oneSIze 
www.onesize.nl

When the need for three short 
promotional videos for an 
upcoming O’Neill sales meeting 
arose, bernhard ritzer ep of the 
international sporting goods line, 
went directly to Delft’s creative 
motion makers onesize. the one-
minute promotional video outlines 
the complete list of hi-tech bells 
and whistles assembled in the 
new O’Neill Navjacket (including a 
fully integrated navigation system). 
along with two other promotional 
films commissioned by Ritzer, the 
complete set took a little over four 
weeks for onesize to complete.

For o’neill europe 
ep: bernhard ritzer
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need copY

For Onesize 
cds: Kasper Verweij, Menno 
Fokma 
3d: Menno Fokma 
animaton: Menno Fokma, Kasper 

Verweij, aras darmawan 
edit/post: rogier hendriks 
audio/sound design: Krampfhaft 
(Joris van Grunsven)

Toolkit  
onLocation, after effects, 
photoshop, illustrator, cinema 4d 



HYUNDAI “ESC”
Viral

Agency:
goodBy, SIlVerSTeIn & 
PArTnerS

director:
TrAnSISTor STudIoS 

Animation: 
TrAnSISTor STudIoS
www.transistorstudios.com

one of a series of components 
produced by transistor Studios 
for the hyundai www.thinkaboutit.
com site. transistor ep/partner 
damon Meena: “We were asked 
by Goodby to create a visually 
compelling piece that would 
illustrate how electronic stability 
control helps drivers avoid 
accidents. With the three-week 
production schedule and a small 
team, the technical challenge was 
to come up with a rigid work flow 
that let us take multiple 3d passes 
and manipulate them to mimic our 
initial design frames.”

stash 44.21

For goodby, Silverstein & 
Partners
cds: Jeff Goodby,  
Will McGinness, Mark Wenneker, 
Jim elliott
ad: Mike coyne
copy: John park
director of interactive production: 
Mike Geiger
producers: carey head,  
Syed naqvi
For transistor Studios
ep: damon Meena
hop: andrea Sertz
ap: nicole Salm
ecd: James price
Sr ad: aaron baumle
3d ad: Marty Geren
illustrators: trevor Mccarthy, 
Wes Simpkins, chris W. Mauch, 
Joseph park
2d animators/compositors:  
Matt Lambert, Greg chen,  
Sophie Lee, Joseph park
3d animators: aaron baker, 
Gwendolyn Murray,  
nigel hendrickson, peter Karnik, 
Joseph park, Zeth Willie
editor/sound design: Jason Sloan

Toolkit
Maya, after effects, photoshop, 
illustrator, Final cut pro



MIX BrASIl 2007 
FeSTIVAl oPenIng CredITS
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For lobo / Birdo Studio 
director: Mateus de paula Santos 
hop: Loic Lima dubois 
producer: dudi ciampolini 
Storyboard:  
Walter dos Santos Júnior 
Scenarios: João paulo ruas, 
Fernando heynen 

Film producer: João tenório 
post production: Fábio acorsi, 
carlos bêla, Mão ambrósio 
animation: paulo Muppet,  
Luciana eguti 
assistant animators: Gustavo 
teixeira, rafael Gallardo, William 
iamazi Ferro, ana paula indalêncio, 

Marcelo Fahd, Maurício Fahd, 
Makoto Matsumura 
ad: paulo ruas 
editing: João tenório,  
Walter Santos Junior 
compositing: Fábio acorsi, 
Maurício ambrósio, carlos bela

director:
MATeuS de PAulA SAnToS

Production: 
loBo

Animation:
BIrdo STudIo
loBo
www.birdo.com.br 
www.lobo.cx

to open the 2008 Mixbrasil 
Festival (the world’s largest sexual 
diversity film festival running 
across brazil and in Second Life) 
the creative team at Lobo give 
the traditional hyper-masculine 
themes of the kung-fu genre a 
little homoerotic kick in the pants. 
With additional animation by birdo 
Studio, the playful romp also saw 
air time on national television in 
brazil. 



glAXoSMITHKlIne 
“NICODErM”
TVCs :30 x 2 

Agency:
Arnold AdVerTISIng, ny

director:
genndy TArTAKoVSKy

Animation:
THe orPHAnAge
www.theorphanage.com

animation director, Genndy 
tartakovsky (best known for 
his work on “Star Wars: clone 
Wars”, “Dexter’s Lab” and 
“Samurai Jack”) reteams with San 
Francisco’s The Orphanage to 
continue the nicoderm campaign 
originated in 2007 with arnold 
Worldwide nY. these two new 
spots – to air in the US, australia 
and Great britain – combine 
Tartakovsky’s signature 2D 
style with 3d characters and 
environments.

For Arnold Advertising
ep: eric herrmann

For The orphanage
director: Genndy tartakovsky
VFX super: corey rosen
Vp/ep: paul Grimshaw
VFX producer: Lawson owen
cG super: nathan Fariss

Toolkit
Maya, 3ds Max, after effects
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FOrD “rOllErCOASTEr”
TVC :30
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For y&r, Toronto
ad: randy Govang
copy: blain harper
producers: diane Kirk,  
christine tsao

For Hatch Studios
directors: richard rosenman, 
Larissa Ulisko
ep: randi Yaffa
producer: holly nichols
character design: chris cann
Modeling: chris crozier, rowan 
Simpson, abdul ali Mohamud, 
raden Slipicevic
animation: Scott Guppy,  
Kevin Vriesinga
texturing: Marcin porebski,  
Steven hollman
Lighting/rendering:  
richard rosenman
compositing/design:  
Larissa Ulisko

Toolkit 
photoshop, 3ds Max, after effects

Agency:
y&r, ToronTo 

directors:
rICHArd roSenMAn, 
lArISSA ulISKo

Animation/VFX:
HATCH STudIoS
www.hatchstudios.net 

With direction from the agency 
to come up with a rollercoaster-
themed spot feeding on anime 
and manga influences, Holly 
Nichols, producer at Toronto’s 
hatch Studios reveals some of 
the resulting challenges: “Full 
global illumination rendering on 
the vehicle as well as the 2d 
graphic characters for correct 
environmental matching; 2d 
toon shading with advanced 
line rendering techniques (line 
thickness dependent on camera 
distance); fully ray traced 2d 
reflections and shadows cast on 
the 3d vehicle; and hundreds of 
elements carefully created for each 
shot to result in a ‘maximalist’ 
visual style.” Schedule: eight 
weeks.  



palette and the final objects we 
animated or designed.

“because of the tight schedule, 
when we’d found a toy that 
everyone was happy with, we 
had to shoot the stop motion in 
faith that we’d get the clearance 
to use the object; unfortunately 
twice we could not source the toy 
manufacturer or the clearance 
fell through. Fortunately because 
they were so small (it was a green 
screen table top shoot in our 
studio), we were able to do re-

shoots without the implications 
being too bad. in the end the UFo 
was modeled and textured in Maya 
as was the treasure chest. We 
could also tell you a lot about where 
to buy toy trees and which species 
are available if you really wanted to 
ask us.” Schedule: three and a half 
weeks.

For Wieden+kennedy
creatives: Shay reading, Sophie 
bodoh, ben everitt
producer: Lucy russell
cd: Kim papworth

For not To Scale
directors: coan & Zorn
Producer: Dan O’Rourke
production assistant: ellie 
Whitehead
animation: Luca paulli, John 
taylor, dan Murtha

Toolkit
Maya, after effects, Flash, still 
camera

HONDA “DO, kEEP DOINg, DO 
SOME MOrE”
Cinema, Viral, In-store

Agency: 
wIeden+Kennedy

directors:
CoAn & zorn

Production:
noT To SCAle

Animation: 
noT To SCAle
www.nottoscale.tv 

Not To Scale EP, Dan O’Rourke 
gives us some insights into the 
production of this hd spot based 
on the “Little book of Green” 
designed by W+K for honda. 

“there was quite a lot of information 
to impart in a relaxed and unrushed 
manner, so timing the read well 
enough for us to have a cheerful 
little animated accompaniment 
whilst keeping the whole thing 
moving along at a neat pace was 
important. in the end, a 90 second 
film became a 120 second film, 
and to allow this to happen various 
animatics and recordings had to 
be made. also, a lot of work went 
into finding the right tone. It’s not a 
preachy film, just gentle reminders 
that we can all do our bit and i think 
that balance was met in the script, 
Garrison Keillor’s delivery, the color 
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For red rover Studios
director: andy Knight
producer: ralph Quirino
character design: andy Knight
character modeling: ben pilgrim
environment modeling:  
chris crozier
animation: Greg court,  
bruno tacchino, Kyle dunlevy, 
Steve Wittman
Lighting/rendering: britton plewes
compositing: brad husband
editor: Giles Sander  

Toolkit
3ds Max, V-ray, combustion, 
photoshop

“DANDY”
TV series pitch

director: 
Andy KnIgHT

Production:
red roVer STudIoS

Animation: 
red roVer STudIoS
www.redrover.net

this pitch piece for a new tV 
series about a pacifist robot forced 
onto the battlefield was kicking 
around red rover Studios in 
toronto for two years until a South 
Korean investor stepped up in 
September 2007 boosting the 
project into high gear. developed 
by red rover founder and cd 
andy Knight, (whose long form 
creator credits include “Get ed” 
for Disney and “Ned’s Newt” and 
“pig city” for FoX Kids) dandy 
will be rendered in both hd and 
stereoscopic formats.
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“MICkAEl THE TUrTlE”
Music video
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rendering super:  
Jean-charles Kerninon
rendering:  
Jean-charles Kerninon,  
erwann baudet, Vivian david, 
alexis peraste, Julien rocchi

Mapping/matte painting :  
Vincent ewald, olivier Guedj
Setup: baptiste Van opstal
rendering: Vivian david,  
Julien rocchi
Modeling: olivier Guedj, 

Vincent ewald, Julien brun,  
bruno etchepare, Vivian david, 
Julien rocchi

Toolkit
Maya, Fusion

record label:
unIVerSAl MuSIC

director: 
FrAggleBoo

Production:
TInK

Animation:
CHez eddy
www.chezeddy.com

Jean-François bourrel at parisian 
studio chez eddy admits this 
video is based on the brief from 
Universal Music to create “a 
world similar to Crazy Frog’s” (the 
ring tone animation turned pop-
phenomenon). “We worked on a 
pose-to-pose animation in order to 
get a very lively, almost hysterical 
character.” Seen on French tV 
and included in the single cd, the 
video took nine weeks from design 
to delivery. 

For Tink
director: Fraggleboo

For Chez Eddy
design: eric Guillon
animation: Lucas Valérie,  
bruno etchepare, Julien brun, 
david Lapierre



For ln Productions
director/writer: Stéphane berla 
pM: nicolas de rosanbo

For Cube Creative
character design: Joann Sfar Link, 
bertrand todesco, Karim Friha, 
thierry beltramy
color calibration: Jérome Lionard
Line producer: aurélia Sellier
rendering/compositing:  
Loic Lecygne, eric Lautard, 

Yves D’yncaud, Frédéric Cros, 
Yann couderc, Maxime poron, 
Franck balson, timothée 
Vigouroux
character setup:  
alexandre bretheau
Modeling: nicolas Lambelin, 
bertrand todesco, rémi certhoux, 
david arnould
UV/textures: timothée Vigouroux, 
rémi certhoux, Julien rambaldini

Shading: Yves D’yncaud
rendering/compositing super: 
Ghislain Garlin
animation: Johann Le pouder, 
Jean-paul Suau  
compositing: Jérome Lionard
animation super: Victor Moulin
Set design: Sam Mahlone

Toolkit 
3ds Max, V-ray
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record label:
BArClAy/unIVerSAl

director: 
STéPHAne BerlA

Production:
ln ProduCTIonS

Animation: 
CuBe CreATIVe
www.cube-creative.fr

“tais-toi mon coeur” is a song 
from the dionysos album “La 
Mécanique du coeur” composed 
as a soundtrack for the book 
of the same name by dionysos 
singer Mathias Malzieu. director 
Stéphane berla says he “wanted 
to create pictures that look like 
stop-motion with wood puppets. 
but we had a small budget for this 
kind of video and the schedule 
was only six weeks. So we didn’t 
have any time for pre-production 
and the whole project was a 
constant race.” the dramatic and 
moody animation was handled by 
paris-based animation/VFX studio 
cube creative. a major success 
in France, the feature film rights to 
“La Mécanique du coeur” were 
purchased by Luc besson with 
berla and Malzieu set to co-direct.

dIonySoS & olIVIA ruIz 
“TAIS-TOI MON COEUr”
Music video



ONEDOTzErO/MTV “BlOOM”
Short films

onedotzero and MtV launched the bloom 
competition to find and showcase up-and-
coming creative talent. New film makers, 
animators and other creatives were invited 
to send in a treatment for a one-minute film 
exploring the subject of their hometown.

the entries were judged on innovation, style, 
technical skill and creative interpretation of 
the brief. Selected  from over 200 entries from 
30 countries, the winning artists were given 
budgets to develop and produce their films. 

These 10 short films will also receive global 
coverage on MtV channels, screen online 
at www.mtvonedotzero.com and in the 
onedotzero festival tour.

MtV networks international cd: cam Levin 
onedotzero cd: Shane Walter
Series producers: Shane Walter, Sam 
pattinson 
pa: Jo Shallow

 “rOME”
www.quayola.com

director: Quayola (rome, italy)
producer: ignazio Giovacchini
aimation: Quayola, paul Mumford
photography: Quayola, James Medcraft

“BEIJINg DANCE” 
www.didelidi.com

director: Lulu Li (beijing, china)
Music performer: Sun Lei, tina tian
Writer: Sun Lei

“MOrFISM” 
http://theholograms.free.fr

director: the holograms (France)
Music: polychrom

“UNTITlED” 

directors: przemyslaw adamski, 
Katarzyna Kijek (Warsaw, poland)
Music: Grzegorz Manko



“CITYFIX”

director/design/art direction: Matt bullock 
(Sheffield, UK)
co-producer: rebekah cooper
animation: neal coghlan
Sound design/music: Michael cullen, Mike dred

“FOrEIgNErS” 
www.ayakaya.com

director: ayala Sharot (London, UK)
Soundtrack: tim Sutton, Wild tracks

“PrOXIES” 

director/music: igor Knezevic  
(Los angeles, USa)

“NOrDIC FOlk lEgENDS” 
www.marieke.nu

director: Marieke Verbiesen (bergen, norway)
Music: huard pedersen
Music production: Sonic adventure

“lONE kAUrI rOAD” 

directors: neil Grundy, alyssa Kath  
(auckland, new Zealand)
Music: craig humphries, Solephonic

“UNTITlED” 

director: ryan Louie (new York, USa)
Sound design: James devito, Gabe Liberti
composers: Luke brandon, corey 
cavagnolo, James devito, Graham Watson



Inspiration. Just the way you want it.

MOTION grAPHICS, 2-disk set
A sweeping treasury of 60 motion design 
projects guaranteed to inspire. Curator 
Justin Cone calls this collection “as close 
to definitive as I’ve ever seen”.

MUSIC VIDEOS, 2-disk set
Gorge yourself on this 2-hour feast of the 
most innovative music-driven projects 
the planet has ever witnessed.

BEST OF 2007, 2-disk set
The most inspired and spectacular 
commercials, music videos, virals, 
broadcast designs, game cinematics 
and short films of 2007.

COllECT All 3 NEW STASH COllECTIONS TODAY
Check www.stashmedia.tv for special pricing and local retailers


